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LEARNING CURVE

How to... put together a growth coalition

Stronger together
If you want regeneration and a
strong local economy, you’d
probably benefit from a growth
coalition. Adam Fineberg
explains why

What is a growth coalition?
A growth coalition is a group of local
representatives seeking to tackle disadvantage
and grow a successful local economy. It is a
strong, outcome focused local strategic
partnership where the government funding
given to each partner for regeneration and
wellbeing is pooled.
The premise is that the coalitions will
encourage public sector partners to work
together because a portion of their income is
channelled though the partnership.
Together, the partnership creates or reviews
the local community strategy and the
regeneration or wellbeing elements of the plan
are implemented with funding from the pooled
account.
The community strategy also becomes the
bidding document to central government
departments, the performance management
framework for the centre to monitor the
contractual obligations negotiated between the
two, and the baseline against which
performance can be evaluated by the forever
‘lighter-touch’ inspection regimes.

What are the benefits?
Without the kind of overarching economic

find out more
www.growthcoalitions.org.uk is a useful
resource for those wishing to learn more about
the evolving context and development of
growth coalitions and locate key documents
contributing to the emerging agenda.
Adam Fineberg will be making a
presentation on this subject at a 12 May
seminar on local area agreements, see
www.cppseminars.org.uk
Contact: Adam Fineberg: 020 8349 2815 or
adam@fineberg.co.uk
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